
- Meeting with Jane is most likely going to be early next week
- Make sure to let Jane know that we have a team website where she can view our documentation
- Make sure to make more of an effort to contact our graduate students' UX consultants

- Ensure that they get a clear understanding of the project
- Possibly add them to the Zulip

- Make a channel that is used for communicating between the UX consultants and
the developers

- We will be getting a priority list after the design review
- Design

- “Basically good”
- Don’t need photos of the sheep (Focus on the essence of the app)
- CSV download so possibly don’t even need a database

- Possibly use localforage (indexDB)
- Determined that if we are going to have multiple devices for a single

farm we are going to need a database
- About page to sell the app to the users
- How does a farmer set the farm name and farmer name

- Concern about farmers having multiple farms/flocks
- Make sure to google “Progressive Web App”
- We are not going to be required to make an offline app

- We are going to be working towards it but it is simply going to be on the
“to-do” list

- Possible tooltips to ensure that users are never lost
- Default values for data entry

- Set the default date as the current date
- Allow for check date entry but have a value defaulted to the current date

- Implementation
- Don’t worry about making it offline but have the project go toward it

- Priority list
- Sheep entry
- Worming observations
- Downloading the observation data
- Managing the records (Only when managing data on the device)
- Flock Analysis
- **All require security


